In October 2005 it was reported that the Met Office was predicting that the following winter, [2005] [2006] , was likely to be cold and dry (see Weather news, December 2005 issue, p. 334). This long-range forecast was prepared using data from observational systems that included a network of freefloating buoys in the North Atlantic equipped with sensors measuring sea temperature and salinity (Gould and Turton 2006) . Reports collected from these automatic weather stations (AWS) since the spring of 2005 indicated that large temperature anomalies had developed in the North Atlantic that closely matched those that had occurred before severe winters such as that of 1962 -1963 (Leake 2005 .
These items brought to mind an outstanding but mostly forgotten (or even unknown) advance made in meteorological observing technology during the Second World War, namely, the development of AWS on both land and sea by the German weather services at that time (Kington and Selinger 2006) .
German wartime buoys
In 1932 the Finnish meteorologist, Vilho Väisälä, was the first to suggest that meteorological data could be transmitted by radio from remote sites by AWS (Middleton 1969) . Powered by batteries and using technology similar to that of the radiosonde, it was envisaged that AWS would record and transmit readings of the main weather elements, pressure, temperature, humidity and wind, for extended periods.
Anticipating that in the event of war, meteorological observations from the North Atlantic and contiguous land areas, crucial for predicting weather patterns that affect Europe, would no longer be available, The whole assemblage, including transmitter, clock, sensors and batteries, was lodged in a long cylindrical torpedo-like steel container with a diameter of 50 cm and a length of about 7 m. Weighing less than a ton, the devices were designed to be transported by U-boats with loading and unloading made through the submarine hatches. The loading of a WFS buoy on U-boat, U703, at Narvik, Norway in September 1944 for launching in the Arctic Ocean is shown in Fig. 1 .
At the launch an anchor was deployed automatically from the buoy, the head of which, floating vertically, protruded above the sea surface carrying the rod antenna. These devices were generally moored on the ocean floor at depths between 100 m (55 fathoms) and 300 m (165 fathoms).
Once moored on the ocean bed the buoys were designed to transmit readings of pressure and temperature, coded as Morse signals, four or five times a day. The pressure and temperature sensors comprised an aneroid barometer and bimetallic helix, respectively. Controlled by a system of levers, a contact arm moved over a rotating drum on which groups of letters, corresponding to pressure and temperature readings, were selected; coded as Morse signals, the resulting impulses keyed the buoy transmitter over a relay. The Morse coding device termed, Grawscher Sektor, was invented by Dr Josef Graw, Berlin. This coding apparatus was similar to the device Graw had developed for the Kölzer-Graw radiosonde and patented in 1938 -1939 (Plötze et al. 1953 .
WFS buoys entered service in 1942 and
The development and use of weather buoys 1940-2005 Fig. 1 Loading on U-boat, U703, of a Wetterfunkgerät (see) buoy for launching in the Arctic Ocean, Narvik, Norway, September, 1944 (Edwin Stoebe via © Arctic Archive, Franz Selinger) were deployed in the North Atlantic off the coasts of Iceland and western Scotland, and in the Western Approaches; the farthest western position was 58°N, 31.5° W (Fig. 2) . 
Norwegian weather buoys
In the 1960s the Norwegian Meteorological Institute and the Bergen Ocean Data Systems A/S at Bergen started designing floating weather buoys along similar lines to those of the German WFS (Figs. 3 and Fig. 4 ). In the following years when the Norwegiandesigned buoys were sold to various nations, large-scale operations with improved and modern versions were carried out in all the oceans of the world.
Met Office Marine AWS
Today, AWS networks form an integral part of the international global meteorological observing system. The Met Office, for instance, deploys a network of marine automatic weather stations including moored and drifting buoys, covering the western North Atlantic, the North Sea and the Bay of Biscay (BBC Weather Centre www.bbc.co.uk/weather/coast/buoy/).
Argo project
In September 2000, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) launched their first fleet of buoys. Seemingly unaware of the German wartime efforts undertaken 60 years earlier, this project was announced as allowing scientists for 'the first time' to gain insight into the behaviour of ocean circulation (Wong 2000) .
Argo now comprises an international programme that calls for the deployment of 3000 free drifting buoys, distributed over the world's oceans, which measure the temperature and salinity in the upper 1000 to 2000 m (550 to 1100 fathoms). This allows a continuous monitoring of the climate state of the ocean, with all data being relayed and made publicly available within hours after collection.
As part of an international effort the data collected by the Argo project are helping meteorologists to gain a better understanding of possible links between ocean circulation and weather. This allows early warnings to be given of events such as El Niño, which was successfully forecast for the 1997-1998 season.
Resembling slim torpedoes with antennae attached to their tops, like the German wartime devices, the buoys are dropped from aircraft or launched from ships throughout the entire world's oceans. They are designed to sink to 1000 m, drift for 8 to 10 days, descend to 2000 m, ascend to surface recording temperature and salinity, then remain at the surface for about 10 hours whilst their data and position are transmitted by radio to an orbiting satellite before sinking back down again to 1000 m (Argo Project website www.argo.net/; Gould and Turton 2006).
Conclusion
Although numerically on a much smaller scale, that is, a fleet of 30 or so buoys compared with the 3000 deployed today, the German wartime effort deserves recognition as pioneering the method of deploying marine AWS to monitor ocean conditions as an aid to weather forecasting.
The long-range prediction made in the autumn of 2005 by the Met Office of the strong possibility that the following winter would be cold and dry, is an example of how weather forecasters can alert authorities concerned with matters such as transport, communications and public health, to prepare for extreme weather and climatic events (for example, severe winters, hot summers, floods and droughts) using data from the global network of weather buoys.
